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Read on for our current trunk shows, new-store update, new design line, and more!
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In this issue: **Current Trunk Shows, **New Space Update, **Our Newest Design
Line, **Feature Article: Wabi-Sabi, **Fun Facts: Your Brain on Needlepoint,

**Project of the Month, **Fiber of the Month, **Stitch of the Month

Current Trunk Shows:
Eye Candy Needleart and Lycette

           
This month we welcome not one, but two fun trunk shows! 
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Eye Candy Needleart offers a host of fanciful and whimsical designs.  Scenes
from Cinderella, sneaky cats, pirate mermaids, robins, cardinals, chickadees,
and flowers abound in these canvases.  While there are dozens of Eye Candy
items here for the trunk show, here are a select few to give you a sense of the
variety in these designs.   

For the enchanted princess in your life:

Or for the pirate mermaid in your life --  (everyone should have a pirate mermaid
in his or her life...)
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As a native New Englander, this chickadee against a birch tree reminds me of
home and makes me look forward (almost, maybe) to winter.  (Hey, it's a season

designed for passing time stitching indoors -- who doesn't like that!?!)
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And this little guy (or gal?) would make a cute door-hang or purse insert.
 Imagine this little fellow (fellette?) on a canvas bag that we could create for you!

And sometimes there is simply no substitute for a palette filled with amazing
colors.  Just imagine what you could do with this canvas and a few of our of

variegated fibers:
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We are also thrilled to have canvases from Lycette Designs.  Self-described as
“colorful, cheeky needlepoint designs,” Lycette’s canvases are inspired by Palm
Beach winters and New England summers.  We love the "Sunnies" eyeglass
case, which you can creatively stitch up with any of our amazing fibers.  And who
doesn’t enjoy fun with abbreviations?  “SOS – Severely Over Scheduled” (with a
beautiful fountain pen graphic to stitch) and “D.I.E.T – Did I Eat That?” (coupled
with a luscious, frosted and sprinkled donut to enliven with delectable fibers and
stitches).  “D.I.E.T.” could be finished as a flippantly fun serving tray for
kitchen/home, while “S.O.S.” could become an inbox tray for a home office or
desk at work!  Or they could become playful pillows!  Visit our design library to
inspire your own ideas for how these items could finish up.
 
We have the "Sunnies" eyeglass case finished here in our shop -- purple zebra

print with coordinating cording (try saying that three times fast):

http://finishingneedlepoint.com/finished_gallery/
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Looking at this donut makes me happy...imagine how happy
it could make you...
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Lycette has several hydrangea-inspired designs too:
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This canvas speaks for itself :)

 
And sometimes a warm, homespun saying is the best:
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As always, please visit our website to view the full library of our canvases.  We
are happy to order a trunk-show item for you, even if the show has already
departed from our shop.
 

Coming Soon:
We look forward to welcoming the Artists Collection in May!!

 

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/canvas.html
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New Space Update
Looking Forward to Spring 2018

We are thrilled that so many loyal customers and newsletter-readers reacted
positively to the news of our new location.  We want to offer comfort and
clarification that we aren’t going anywhere until 2018!  If you enjoy visiting us at
our Rittenhouse Square location – please stop by!  We are still here.  While our
finishers have set up residence in the new space, our retail operations and sales

staff are still waiting to serve your needlepoint-needs at our 18th and Chestnut
homestead.
 
Please enjoy our latest and greatest video of the new space’s progress.  We are
diligently working to get through renovations and turn our new home into your
new needlepoint paradise!! 

RNP’s Newest Design Line: 
Changing Woman Designs (Needlepoint Art By Andrea Brisben)

           
The needlepoint world was saddened by the passing of Andrea Brisben in
August last year.  To help carry on Ms. Brisben’s legacy as an art teacher,
painter, and needlepoint aficionado, Rittenhouse Needlepoint is proud to
announce the addition of Changing Woman Designs to its repertoire of fine
canvases. 

Including selections from O’Keeffe, Matisse, and Van Gogh, this design line will
allow you to have world-renowned masterpieces in your home!  (Like living in the
Barnes Foundation – only with needlepoint, and no tourists.)

           
As a die-hard Van Gogh fan, I am including Van Gogh examples in the

newsletter.  
 

https://youtu.be/vEvnP3QjBjI
http://changingwomandesigns.com/About.php
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This Irises canvas is a favorite.  You can stitch it up with slavish devotion to Van
Gogh’s original color scheme – or add your personal twist by changing the colors

and making your own “personal Van Gogh.”

 
Here is one of the available O'Keeffe canvases.  We also have one featuring

yellow Calla Lillies, but the burgundy and wine tones in the background of this
piece where more than I could resist...
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Have your heart set on something that you don’t see in one of our design
lines?  No problem!  Send us your favorite masterpiece or photo and let
our in-house painter create the canvas for you.  Click here to reach our

“Paint Needlepoint” estimate generator, or visit www.MyNeedlepoint.com,
click on “Paint Needlepoint” and “Get an Estimate” 

 

Feature Article: Wabi Sabi 
 

Wabi-Sabi is a Japanese philosophy that celebrates the beauty of imperfection. 
What does this have to do with needlepoint?  Potentially, a lot.  Often, we fret
over selecting the ideal canvas, agonize to differentiate among near-identical
shades of fiber, and then strive to incorporate flawless stitchwork.  After investing
our time and treasure, we naturally want our piece to result in a triumphant
display of near-divine, type-A perfection. 

But as humans, perfection is not always a realistic goal.  It can be a noble target,
but rarely is it a likely result.  And needlepoint should be relaxing and pleasurable
– not another avenue for judgment and self-criticism.  At the shop, we sometimes
counsel customers that their projects are always and indeed beautiful, even if
they aren’t “perfect.”  The beauty lies in the imperfection – the fact that an item
was made by human hands, and not by a machine.
           
Needlework art creates gifts – either for oneself or others.  Russell is always
telling customers who work on projects for their grandchildren that needlepoint is
an “act of love” – not an act of perfection.  As time passes, these items will (as all
things do) age and wear with use.  Good!  The unique beauty of your individual

http://paintneedlepoint.com/paintingestimate.php
http://www.myneedlepoint.com/
http://www.wholeliving.com/133628/wabi-sabi-your-life-6-strategies-embracing-imperfection
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work will increase as it evolves from newly-minted art to cherished family
heirloom.  It will have a story attached to its creation and to its subsequent use
and appreciation. 
           
So, in the spirit of Wabi-Sabi, embrace and cherish “the beauty of things
imperfect.”  Enjoy the process of creating your best work, while showing yourself
the compassion to accept the human-ness of it.  We want you to love selecting,
creating, and gazing on your finished needlework – and to remember that it will
always turn out the only way it can: beautifully.

Be sure to check out our Finishing Company at www.MyNeedlepoint.com
to view photos of some of our finished products!  Scroll through our library
to your heart’s content to get ideas on how your current project can be
completed!!
 

Fun Facts:
This Is Your Brain On Needlepoint 

The only thing better than needlepoint is the neurocognitive benefit of
needlepoint!  In March of this year, researchers at the Mayo Clinic published
updated research on the potential neuroprotective benefits of various crafts, as a
possible avenue for reducing the risk of developing dementia.  (The study built
on earlier observational research from January 2011, which also suggested

http://www.myneedlepoint.com/
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaneurology/fullarticle/2598835
http://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamaneurology/fullarticle/2598835
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3204924/pdf/nihms305794.pdf
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potential cognitive benefits in craft activities.  Another write up on the issue may
be found here.) 

The March 2017 study was not specific enough to evaluate specific types of
crafts individually, but one could likely reasonably argue that needlepoint would
confer the same potential benefits as knitting or other crafting.  Individuals who
participated in craft-activities were found to have a reduced risk of cognitive
impairment.  The Mayo researchers generally concluded that “Engaging in a
mentally stimulating activity even in late life may decrease the risk of mild
cognitive impairment.”
           
Building further on the Mayo Clinic’s research, Russell has anecdotal research
experience from his own needlepoint.  As he has often noted, focusing on
needlepoint stitchwork has helped to reduce a shaking issue that affects his
hands.  So grab a canvas and a handful of fiber and get stitching!  Your brain will
thank you.

Project of the Month:
Perpetual Calendar 

 

An ideal needlepoint project creates a work that one can use and enjoy all year
‘round.  Look no further than our newest project acquisition: A Perpetual
Calendar.  The project includes 12 month-appropriate canvases that can be

http://www.cnn.com/2014/03/25/health/brain-crafting-benefits/
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switched in and out of the frame.  The calendar cards are pre-printed (no
stitching) and several years’ worth are included in the kit.  This project requires
minimal finishing, as the entire calendar is designed to fit into a specific type of
frame.  You get to personalize it by selecting fibers and stitches to make each
month’s canvas exactly how you’d like it.  (Or call the store and ask us to kit it
and prepare a stitch guide for you!!)
 

Fiber of the Month:
Painters Thread

 
This month, Rittenhouse Needlepoint spotlights Painters Thread fiber. 

RNP carries several varieties of this line of fiber, many of which are richly
variegated and boast deeply vibrant colors.  Named for world-famous painters,
this magnificent line of fiber offers colors that you must see in person to
appreciate fully.  Some clients have asked us how to incorporate such a bold
thread into their work.  In one instance, we recommended using a Painters
Thread to create a stained-glass window in a religious-themed piece.  The client
selected a variegated fiber that included a sparkly, opalescent filament – thus
combining the benefits of a multi-tonal fiber with the glitter of something like a
Krenik – all in one strand. 
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In another instance, one of our in-house stitchers added a Painters Thread to an
otherwise simple black-and-white ornament, to add pizazz without overwhelming
the classic, reserved nature of the small canvas.  Even on this very small section
of this three-inch ornament, the intricate and complex variegation of the Painters
Thread comes through.  Imagine how much impact the fiber would have on an
even larger section of canvas or with a stitch other than basketweave!!

Please stop by our shop to peruse our Painters Thread lines, which include
Braided Silk, Soft Cotton, Ribbon Floss Shimmer, Rayon, and Braided Metallic
threads!  If you prefer to peruse these threads from the comfort of your computer,
please check our website here.
 

Stitch of the Month:
Scottish (or Scotch) Stitch

https://rittenhouseneedlepoint.com/fiber/painter-s-threads.html
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Classic and elegant, this month we spotlight Scottish Stitch as our Stitch of the
Month.  There are myriad ways that you can incorporate this versatile stitch into
your work. 

As shown in the example below (a Lee's Needle Art design from Colonial Needle,
which a customer purchased at one of our trunk shows a while back),
Scottish/Scotch stitch can serve as a terrific background stitch that adds interest
to a piece, without being too busy or detracting from the main design element in
the foreground of a canvas.  Our Finishing Department brought the final product
to fruition by crafting an awesome gussetted pillow that included custom cording
and one of the designer fabrics that we carry here at the shop!    
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Being a square stitch, it's also useful for houses – walls and floors, as well as
other kinds of “pavement” effects.  In addition to being simple to master, the
stitch works well with most threads.  Imagine all the wonderful ways that Scotch
Stitch could enhance one of your projects.  Call or email the shop to schedule a
private lesson, or -- if ordering a canvas -- ask us to create a stitch guide that
incorporates this and many other wonderful stitches for you!!   

Social Media
Be sure to sign up for our Facebook and

Instagram feeds to stay abreast of
Stephen's thoughts and insights. If you
don't sign up you might miss out and
with new threads, new canvases and a

new dog (you definitely don't want that)
so sign up today.
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